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Presenters INFORMATION



Where is the DISRUPTION coming from?
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https://youtu.be/SCGV1tNBoeU
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Critical Mind SHIFTS

Efficiency Efficacy
Key Features Traditional Digital/Modern Learning

Primary design point Content and process Learner experience > Relevance

Moments of need Single  “moment of need” Range of “moments of need”

Measurement Aligned to 
training-centered metrics

Aligned to 
business-centric metrics

Learning speed “Speed of the process” “Speed of business”

Learner connection Siloed,discrete Continuous, networked

Learner role Consumer Consumer, contributor, 
collaborator,moderator

Process foundation Waterfall & systematic Agile/design & systemic

Organization to 
learning

Learning as discrete & 
transactional activities

Holistic & integrated systems 
that include learning
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What is a Digital Learning INNOVATION CENTER?

A physical or virtual space 
where a learning 
organization can: 

• Explore

• Innovate

• Refine 

without disrupting 
critical day-to-day activities.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are Innovation Kitchens so important? We live in an age where change is so rapid that ongoing innovation is a requirement of an effective learning and development organization. Research has shown that learning organizations in general are perceived to be unresponsive and slow in identifying relevant innovations and turning them into effective practices. Successful organizations are able to ask the right questions, connect innovative ideas to processes, and put them in place to make those ideas happen.How is GP Strategies using Innovation Kitchens?GP Strategies® Corporation is helping our clients to accelerate digital learning strategies through facilitated action-based initiatives that use key innovation practices to address current and emerging business-related learning challenges. GP Strategies’ Innovation Kitchens can collaboratively support our clients with:A space to explore, innovate, and refine without disrupting critical day-to-day activitiesA predictable and repeatable process to drive better learning experiences through innovationAn approach for supporting practitioners in innovative efforts in the fieldAn effective mechanism for tracking, documenting, and sharing innovations across the organizationAn proactive learning organization that is capable of innovating continuallyHow do GP Strategies’ Innovation Kitchens achieve this?Innovation Kitchens achieve these benefits by: Fostering an innovative and design-centric culture across GP Strategies and its partnersOverseeing an open innovation strategy that bridges between an Innovation Kitchen and practitioners in the fieldEstablishing a systemic and systematic process for nourishing innovationProviding a central point for tracking innovation opportunities and initiatives across the organization Supporting field-based innovations by providing resources and guidanceServing as a clearing house for information about innovations, opportunities, and initiatives (push and pull)Facilitating viable innovations from insight to operation, whether it is an innovative product, service, or approachFacilitating innovation conversations between teams across GP Strategies and our clients
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BENEFITS of Innovation Centers

• Sustainable approach

• Effective response to 
disruptions 

• Shorter times between 
idea and execution

• Cultivating innovative 
solutions moving the 
organization forward

• Increasing idea potential 
while simultaneously 
decreasing its risk

• Productive innovation with 
fewer negative disruptions 
to day-to-day activities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How is GP Strategies using Innovation Kitchens?GP Strategies® Corporation is helping our clients to accelerate digital learning strategies through facilitated action-based initiatives that use key innovation practices to address current and emerging business-related learning challenges. GP Strategies’ Innovation Kitchens can collaboratively support our clients with:A space to explore, innovate, and refine without disrupting critical day-to-day activitiesA predictable and repeatable process to drive better learning experiences through innovationAn approach for supporting practitioners in innovative efforts in the fieldAn effective mechanism for tracking, documenting, and sharing innovations across the organizationAn proactive learning organization that is capable of innovating continuallyHow do GP Strategies’ Innovation Kitchens achieve this?Innovation Kitchens achieve these benefits by: Fostering an innovative and design-centric culture across GP Strategies and its partnersOverseeing an open innovation strategy that bridges between an Innovation Kitchen and practitioners in the fieldEstablishing a systemic and systematic process for nourishing innovationProviding a central point for tracking innovation opportunities and initiatives across the organization Supporting field-based innovations by providing resources and guidanceServing as a clearing house for information about innovations, opportunities, and initiatives (push and pull)Facilitating viable innovations from insight to operation, whether it is an innovative product, service, or approachFacilitating innovation conversations between teams across GP Strategies and our clients
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Key Innovative BEHAVIORS

5 key, research-based 
behaviors that are core to a 
5-step innovation process:

1. Observing

2. Questioning

3. Networking

4. Experimenting

5. Associating

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5-Step Innovation Kitchen Process Discovery—looking at the business, organization, and industry for ideas, inspiration, technologies, pain points, and trends Refinement—linking the idea, inspiration, pain point, or trend to a business need and hypothesized impact; then prioritizing efforts Experimentation—designing an approach to experiment, test, and learnReflection and Sharing—reflecting on what was learned, questions answered, and potential applications, and sharing across the organizations Integration—progressing viable innovations from concept to relevant business practices
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5-STEP Innovation Process

1. Discovery

2. Refinement

3. Experimentation

4. Reflection and 
Sharing

5. Integration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our approach incorporates 5 key research-based behaviors that are core to a 5-step innovation process. Discovery—looking at the business, organization, and industry for ideas, inspiration, technologies, pain points, and trends Refinement—linking the idea, inspiration, pain point, or trend to a business need and hypothesized impact; then prioritizing efforts Experimentation—designing an approach to experiment, test, and learnReflection and Sharing—reflecting on what was learned, questions answered, and potential applications, and sharing across the organizations Integration—progressing viable innovations from concept to relevant business practices
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Types of INNOVATION 

• Demonstration

• Exploration

• Test-n-learn

• Pilot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DemonstrationThis is an introduction to a vendor tool or platform. We would invite a range of individuals and collect feedback from attendees.Publish survey results from those who viewed the demo.  ExplorationThis would be our first research into a vendor’s new tool, platform, or approach. An internal team would review and share findings. Publish preliminary analysis and additional questions from a range of perspectives, e.g., technology, instructional design, and security. Test-n-learnThis is a rapid, low-risk test of the vendor platform or tool. We identify a simple instructional exercise to get a feeling for how the tool works.Publish findings and analysis from the test-n-learn and participants. Snapshots of these experiences can serve as another level of demo/application that can be shared internally or with partners. PilotThis is a more rigorous test that often includes test learners from a client. These are longer in length and require more investment in such things as content creation.Publish findings and analysis from the pilot and participants. Snapshots of these experiences can serve as another level of demo/application that can be shared internally or with partners. 
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Innovation EXAMPLE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DemonstrationThis is an introduction to a vendor tool or platform. We would invite a range of individuals and collect feedback from attendees.Publish survey results from those who viewed the demo.  ExplorationThis would be our first research into a vendor’s new tool, platform, or approach. An internal team would review and share findings. Publish preliminary analysis and additional questions from a range of perspectives, e.g., technology, instructional design, and security. Test-n-learnThis is a rapid, low-risk test of the vendor platform or tool. We identify a simple instructional exercise to get a feeling for how the tool works.Publish findings and analysis from the test-n-learn and participants. Snapshots of these experiences can serve as another level of demo/application that can be shared internally or with partners. PilotThis is a more rigorous test that often includes test learners from a client. These are longer in length and require more investment in such things as content creation.Publish findings and analysis from the pilot and participants. Snapshots of these experiences can serve as another level of demo/application that can be shared internally or with partners. 
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How to Get STARTED

1. Engage a cross-functional team.

2. Ensure resources and 
accountability for success. 

3. Document current innovation 
activities. 

4. Create a rolling learning 
innovation plan. 

5. Implement a process for: 
• Prioritizing activities
• Conducting experiments
• Documenting results

6. Publish and share the findings 
across the organization. 

7. Drive operationalization of the 
innovation. 
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Closing

L&D organizations need to:  

• Continuously adapt in 
order to remain relevant.

• Shift key mindsets both 
within themselves and with 
their learners.

• Develop the skill to identify 
trends and signals earlier.

• Get better at determining 
when to shift.

“It is not necessary to change. 
Survival is not mandatory.”

—W. Edwards Deming



Questions & ANSWERS
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